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frica i« the least developed continent. While some African countries have in receru
years made material economic advances, the sub-Saharan region has registered the

* *nost rapidly rising level of poverty; according to a 1997 estimate, by the year 2000
half the population of sub-Saharan countries would be living in absolute human and iiscal
poverty.2 It is in fact the only region in toe world that has featured a continuous negative

growth rate during the last two decades.0

2 There now seems to be little doubt that there is a direct correlation between civil strife
and poverty4. It is, moreover, a two-way causal relationship, for poverty can be at once a
cause as well as a result of civil conflict5 Africa cannot, therefore, emerge from the presort
quagmire of poverty, ignorance and disease as long as it continues to be riddled with civil
conflict The Security Council recently expressed grave concern over the incidence and size
of armed conflicts in the continent. Recognizing the need for "a concerted international
effort to promote peace and security in Africa", the Council requested the United Nations
Secretary-General to submit a report on the causes of such conflicts and the way to address
them and lay down the foundation for durable peace and economic growth.

3 At the outset of his report6, the Secretary-General noted that since 1970 the
continent has been the scene of more than 30 wars and that in 1996 alone 14 of Africa s
53 countries were engaged in armed conflict resulting in the death or displacement ot more

than eight million persons.

4 Conflicts may result from one or more causes. Some of the most intractable African
conflicts have as a root cause, the disturbance of social equilibrium as a result of historical
disparities between the ethnic or tribal components of the population. The conflicts m the
Sudan Burundi and Rwanda are, in large measure, the result of such inequality which
colonial powers perpetuated, instead of seeking a remedy for it. It suited their purposes to
restrict educational opportunity to the Northerners in the Sudan and the Tutsi in Burundi
and Rwanda so that they may serve as a source of supply for junior government posts.
Limited as it was, such education enhanced their ability for social and economic
improvement. On independence, those groups were in a position not only to occupy
positions formerly occupied by colonial personnel but to exploit the business opportunities
that had been a monopoly of foreign companies. The grievances engendered by social

injustice can further be aggravated where the dominant group seeks to impose its religion,
language or culture. The present phenomenon of Islamic fundamentalism, unless carefully
handled can embitter relations and induce intolerance in multi religious African countries.
It has made it more difficult than ever before to find a solution to the Sudan's conflict, has
posed a threat to security in Egypt and now threatens Nigeria's recently restored

democracy.

5 The corruption, nepotism, tribalism and violation of human rights that generally
characterize military dictatorships have led to the present deplorable situation in Somalia.
Competition over scare water, pasture and agricultural land has spawned tne conflict
between Ethiopia and Eritrea and is one of the causes behind the bloody conflicts in
Rwanda. The urge to appropriate natural resources or loot valuable minerals has either

caused or complicated the conflicts in Sierra Leone, Liberia and Angola.



6. Once conflicts ensue different factors come into play, leading to further complications

now out oTtheta n "^^^^^ °M war which <«» oncTsuchTfSorMs

resolved long ago had it not be for the uncompromising attitude of one or the other of fte

7. Be that as it may, conflict resolution usually calls for more financial human and
logistic resources than Africa can command; hence the need for purposeMandeffect
mention by the international community, not only to bring an encUo an an^ed conte
out also to mamtam the momentum for peace."* But the performance of the United
Nations the United States and other industrialized countries falling far short of Africa's
expectatons, "has left a poisonous legacy that continues to undermine confidence -

8. This paper deals with three conflict situations and attempts to suggest some lessons to

No^i Vhem-LWlll f6 fet ^ WeStem Sahara -nflid then the Span'sNorth/South problem and lastly the case of Somaliland

Background

The Western Sahara, bounded by Morocco to the North, Algeria to the northeast and
Mauntama on the east and south, covers an area roughly the size of England and
Wales with a ong coast on the eastern side of the Atlantic. The size of the population

is estimated variously but the figure seems to be just over 200,000, half of whom are either

SS,ZnZ mter^ »vinS ^d.- They are Muslem and, despite striking similarities,
culturally distinct from the nationals of the other Maghreb countries. "Sahara" the Arabic
for desert is generally associated with dry, barren land utterly devoid of natural resources
Contrary to that impression, however, the Western Sahara is rich in phosphate deposits
and other minerals and natural gas and its coast abounds in fish life; these endowments 'f
propeny exploited would give Western Sahara one of the highest per capita incomes'in
Africa. -Although the territory was conquered by Spain in 1884, the sheikhs of some of its
tribes maintained a tenuous relationship verging on allegiance with the Sultan of Morocco.

The UK seized with flic dispute

10. On 16 December 1965 the UN, in pursuance of the "Declaration of the Grantinq of
independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples" passed a resolution12 calling on Spain to
.aKe all measures necessary to ensure the decolonization of the territory and enter into
negotiations relating to its future. A resolution passed almost exactly a year later13 exoresslw
urged Spam to arrange for the holding of a referendum to ascertain the wishes'of the
indigenous Western Saharans, including refugees. No year passed thereafter without a
resolution being passed to the same or similar effect. Resolutions passed in 1972 and 1973



affirmed the right of Saharaouis to self-determination in conformity with universally
r principles enshrined in the UN Charter and various other instruments.

11 Although it did not openly contest that right, Spain did not take any positive step
owards Cementation of the resolutions. At the time the UN passed its toresoluton on
he Western Sahara, Spain and Portugal were the only remaining colonial powe*. By fte
mid-1970's. however, the situation changed. Spain, preoccupied with ite owrunto
problems, was neither willing nor able to remain in the Western Sahara; in 19 /4 : tonnag
communicated to the United Nations its agreement with holding a referendum in the
following year. But that was easier said than done. Morocco was now on the centre of .he
stage, claiming sovereignty over the territory and Spain did not consider it in its interest to
pS up a quarrel with Morocco, far less with the U.S., the only avowed champion of its
cause all the more so as the US was already putting pressure on it to concede Morocco s
da™'14 In the meantime, the inchoate political resistance which had started as a response
to continued Spanish colonization soon developed into a robust liberation ™"ent
under the name of the Frente Popular para la Liberacionde Saguia el-Hamra y del Rio de
Oro {Polisario). As soon as it was established on 10 May, 1973 the Pohsano began to
divert its struggle from Spain to Morocco.

12 Morocco, like Spain, did not contest the Sahraoui's right to self-determination which
was indeed incontestable. However, it tried to justify its attitude by arguing that its claim
was not incompatible with that principle, as the Western Sahara was part of its terntory and
the Sahraouis, having already exercised their right to self-determination, had opted tor
remaining an integral part of the Kingdom. To support that banal argument, Morocco
invokes a dubious event which occurred during the Spanish occupation. On one occasion,
when the members of a local legislative body discussed relations with Morocco, the
members split into two groups, one favoring the Moroccan claim and the other, much
bigger in number, against it.15 In search for a way out of the dilemma, the UN. in 1975,
referred the issue to the International Court of Justice (ICJ). The court found that there was
evidence of a tie of allegiance between some, not all, of the tribal chiefs and the Sultan o
Morocco but that did not amount to Moroccan sovereignty over Western Sahara. Ihe 1U)

moreover endorsed the right of the population to self-determination.

13 Any hope that removal of the legal hurdle would clear the way for positive action
toward settlement was soon blasted by Morocco's obduracy. It continued to oppose the
holding of a referendum, arguing that the ICJ opinion its not inconsistent with its claim.
On 6 November, 1975 King Hassan staged a theatrical performance of the grandest order:
350,000 volunteers, Koran in hand, marching across the disputed territory to assert its

integration with Morocco. Moroccan forces immediately began their occupation.

Tlie Madrid Accords

14 Now that the ICJ's advisory opinion confirmed the UN resolution, Spain was caught
between the horns of a dilemma: either to disregard international law or to displease the
US Taking a line of least resistance, it proceeded on 6 February, 1976 to conclude
agreements whereby it ceded Western Sahara to Morocco and Mauritania. On the
following day the Polisario declared the establishment of the Sahara Arab Democratic

Republic JSADRJ as a sovereign state.



Afrfcmi Attitudes

15 African statesmen would have liked the OAU to be actively engaged in the Western
Saharan depute from its very beginning. Its charter calls for the eradfcaL of al! fontTf
colomahsm from Afncan soil and the African Charter on Human and Peoples' ffiqhte
unequivocally recognizes "the ... inalienable right to self-deten™nation."» Bu° MoroccS
an important member of the Organ^ation and King Hassan II, who mainte ned^ordia
relafons w,m Afncan statesmen, and was a respectable head of state in his own'tht had
akvays made it clear that he would view with displeasure any measure called to
compromise h,s claim to sovereignty over the Western Sahara. It was, therefore no"
surpnsing that, despite the concern of many African politicians with an African p oblem

± 1 *Tk °n tHe^^^ °f thS UN SinCB l965' the 0AU^ slowto ^ly wrth th It l 1± 1 *Tk ^^^ °f thS UN SinCB l965' the 0AU^ slowsquarely wrth the issue. It was not until 1978, that it began to take action A
passed m that year established a committee of widely respected heads ofi fctE
des sages to examine and report on the dispute. The committee which was composed of
the presidents of Nigeria, the Sudan, Tanzania, the Ivory Coast and Mali, madeTeveral
visits to the area investigating the situation on the ground and interviewing many pereons

Lh t^H ^°P°Sa " [f ^f' Pre$ented in July 1979' caIled for an immediate cease-fire
and ^holding of a referendum to ascertain the wishes of the population. The referendum
was to be held in cooperation with the UN which had already called for such a measure
and has the resources and the means to cany it out effectively. King Hassan boycotted the
Afncan summit which was held in Nairobi to consider the committee's report but the
recommendation was adopted all the same.'8As for the Polisario, it accepted the
recommendation insofar as it related to the referendum but refused to be bound by the call
for cease-fire as long as Morocco's occupation, military build-up and obstruction of a
plebiscite continued. On the recommendation of the "committee of the wisemen" the
organ.zat.on appointed an ad hoc committee also made up of five African heads of state to
plan for holding the referendum.

16. It was now clear that, despite the high esteem in which he was held, King Hassan
could not secure support for his claim at either the UN or the OAU. He, therefore decided
to try a new tactical manouvre. At the 1981 Nairobi summit, he announced that he was
now willing to go along with the referendum proposal on the understanding, however that
it was going to be a controlled plebiscite "whose modalities would give justice
s.multaneously to the objectives of the...committee of wise men and to Morocco's
conviction regarding the legitimacy of its rights."19 Interpreting this as a genuine change of
neart, .he OAU decided to postpone consideration of SADR's admission to the followino
session.

17. In the following year, the OAU Secretary-General, in pursuance of Art 28 of the
Charter, invited SADR to sit as a member. A crisis ensued: the member states split into two
camps, King Hassan, carrying out his long brandished threat, withdrew from the
Organization and the 1982 summit conference was not held. In order, however, to allow
he 1983 session to be convened, SADR voluntarily abstained from occupying its seat But
Morocco continued to stall, refusing to talk to the Polisario or even acknowledge it as a
party to the dispute; in its view only itself, Algeria and Mauritania were such parties
Moreover, it raised the level of its military buildup in the territory, increasing its forces'
constructing walls and barriers and transporting large numbers of Moroccan citizens into
the Western Sahara, m the meantime the ad hoc committee appointed after the dissolution
or the committee of wise men had worked out a detailed plan for holding the referendum
But the OAU, however, had neither the resources nor the necessary expertise for executing



the plan. So the cause of the long displaced and victimized Sahraouis was now once again

in the hands of the UN.

Enhanced n« ncflvttr

18 After the lapse of ten years since the delivery of the ICJ's advisory opinion and
^enty since the adoption of its first resolution20 on the Western Sahara, the UN entered a
new phase of sustained activity in pursuit of a settlement ot the drawn out dispute. In
December 1985 the General Assembly passed a resolution^ couched more or less in the
same terms as the OAU Resolution 104, calling for a cease-fire, recommending the laying
down of a plan for holding the referendum and calling on the parties to engage m direct
neqotiations and otherwise cooperate in implementation of the process. In response to a
resolution adopted on 31 October, 1986, the UN Secretary-General arranged lor sending a
ioint UN/OAU technical mission which visited the Western Sahara and the neighbouring
countries, to probe the situation, and solicit the cooperation of all parties concerned On
the basis of the mission's findings and UN and OAU relevant resolutions, the UN Secretary-
General on 11 August,1988, presented to the parties a detailed comprehensive plan tor
holding'the plebiscite. On 30 August both parties accepted the plan. Yet Morocco still
refused to engage in direct talks with the Polisario, continued its military build-up and
transportation of Moroccans to the Western Sahara and persisted in describing the
proposed plebiscite as a "confirmatory referendum". Nevertheless, there was now reason to
hope that a more conciliatory attitude would be forthcoming. Diplomatic relations between
Algeria and Morocco were restored on 16 May, 1988. The joint statement issued on the
occasion recogni2ed the right of the Saharan people to self-determination and committed
both countries to facilitate the holding of a referendum "with the greatest sincerity and
without any constraint."22 A few months later, Saudi mediation succeeded in bringing
about a meeting between Morocco and the Polisario in Marrakesh m January, 1989

19 Notwithstanding these developments, however, the situation, rather than improving

deteriorated so much that fighting was resumed in September, 1989, and by the tme it
came to a halt on 6 September, 1991, in response to a cease-fire call by the Security
Council both parties had suffered great losses. On the cessation of hostilities, the Council

taking a decisive step towards preparation for the referendum ^established the United
Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara, commonly referred to by its

French acronym (MINURSO).

From 1U5M* to flie Present

20 The Council charged MENURSO with four main tasks: to maintain the cease-fire,
supervise the reduction of the Moroccan forces and the confinement of the military
personnel of both parties to specified positions, monitor the repatriation of Saharan
refugees and identity the persons eligible to vote in the referendum. But lack of trust
between Moroccan and the Poiisario and their failure to cooperate with MINURSO has lea
to a near- stalemate which has lasted for most of the past decade. Six years passed since
the establishment of MINURSO without any appreciable progress being made. In his 5
May, 1997 report to the Council24, the Secretary-General warned that:

"The international community has made it clear that it cannot continue to

support the extension of MINURSO's mandate Indefinitely and that the parties

must demonstrate in a clear and tangible manner the political will necessary to

take decisions that would bring about a fair and lasting solution to the problem

of Western Sahara."



the major issues that had deadlocked implementation of the settlem^pfan ™ance of
he cease-fee repatriation of Saharan refugees, reduction of forces and teir confinemen
to debated locations and completion of identification to be followed by a tiTsifena
penoddunng which the UN and OAU would assume responsibility fo'law and oTder and
the holding ot a far^referendum. Following the Houston Agreement the Secrete™ General
on 13 November 1997 presented to the Security Council a detailed pTanwSmetebTe
and an outline of the financial implications.26

?qq« A<*ordinS to that Pla« the transitional period was expected to begin on 7 June
1998, a oay after completion of the identification process, the referendum campaion to

December and M1NURS0 to w.thdraw in January, 1999. That time-table could not be met
Morocco was not satisfied with the Houston Agreement and in September 1998 requeS
jts revis.on, while the Polisario was accusing Morocco of waging a reign otSora^nd
Layounne and otherwise obstructing the process. Accordingly, MNURSO*SrS
to be extended several times and the time-table to be revised. According to a report by the

juTtSx^SLJ prh I999 ^referendum was not expected to tak"E£July, 2000 Differences between the parties on some issues, e.g. the status of the armed

tT iflT^Vi r£latinS tO ^ ttfo f f ^liSTS
the

"The problems caused by the current number of appeals and the opposing
positions taken by the parties on the issue of admissibility seem to allow little
possibility of holding the referendum before 2000 or even beyond."28

24. Taking note of that pessimistic but perhaps realistic view the Security Council
resolved to extend MINURSO's mandate until the early part of the year 2000

"She Nortii Smifli SjuI.-iii Conflict

propose to aa now with an even longer lasting dispute, much bloodier and much

rnore complex. Tne North/South Sudan conflict surfaced for the ftst time on the eve of
.the country s independence. An order was issued to the Torit battalion of the Sudan

Defence Force, as it was then called, to take part in the forthcoming independence
celebrations. Fear of the consequences of obeying that order, engendered by suSn of



the intentions of the Northern-dominated pre-independence government, resulted on 18
AuW 1955 in a mutiny. Soldiers ran a mock in the town and the revolt quickly spread to
ote owns iuMns in the death of over 350 Northerner.. The killing of a.far^eater
number SouthernersI army reprisals and the way in which the government handlec .he
sZtion created a general feeling of insecurity. Many soldiers, government officials and
c"fled into the bush to form the germ of what later became the rebel movement
known as Anya Nya One29

26 The suspicion and distrust which were to bedevil North/South relations for the
following five decades were the product of several factors. First there was the mem«y of
slave trade. Slavery is a barbaric practice and a scar on the human conscience^ t has
marred the grandeur of civilizations and tainted the noble message of religions. While any
attempt to rationalize it should be condemned outright as moral depravity, humanity would
qain more from striving to redress past injustices than dwelling on raking past memories
and fomenting illwill and dissension within the society. African American can make a strong
case for such affirmative action as is necessary to overcome the effects of past oppression
but they lay themselves open to disdain and accusation of racism when they brand present
day white Americans as the sons of heartless slavers.31 But keep alive the memory of past
slave trade is exactly what Condominium administrators and missionaries were doing in the
Southern Sudan, notwithstanding that slavery had practically ceased since before fte
British reconquest of the country and was officially banned during the early part of the
Condominium rule.32 During the discussions of the Juba Conference m 1947, when
Northerners and Southerners were brought together for the first time to discuss he
possibility of unified constitution development, a senior British administrator reminded the
Northern representatives that they were suffering from the sins of the slavers The sins of
the fathers " he said "shall be visited upon the children even unto the third and fourth
oeneration'33 Uncalled for as his reminder was, he was merely reechoing what missionaries
were for decades instilling into the minds of children with whose education they were

entrusted, keeping alive a hateful and agonizing memory.34

27 Secondly, British policy until the mid-1940s was to develop the two parts of the
country separately and to create in the South" a large Christian population wh.ch would
eventually link up with Uganda and form a check to the spread of slam. The
Southern provinces were declared closed districts; an enactment promulgated in 1922
made it illegal to travel to, or live in any part of the South without a permit. Although he
leqislation applied to foreigners and Northerners, in practice administrators were inshructed
to encourage the admission of Greek and Syrian merchants in preference to the
"qellaba" 37 Although Arabic was widely spoken and seemed to be the lingua franc in the
big towns and some rural areas, the British administration spared no effort to discourage
the use of Arabic and urge recourse to English as the language of instruction m schools. In
the meantime, the monopoly of education by the missionaries who viewed the South as a
fertile ground for delivering the message of the Gospel39 would see to it that school-going
children would be converted to Christianity and adopt European names.

28 That colonial policy whose central theme was to depict the missionaries and British
administrators as essentially good people and the Northern Sudanese as intrinsically evil
presented Northern politicians with a challenge that should have been met with courage,
honesty and a will to make proper restitution. Unfortunately, Northern policy was narrow-

minded and shortsighted. The committee established by the first elected Sudanese
parliament to consider the Sudanization of the civil service the armed forces and me
judiciary allocated to Southerners only six posts out of the 800 to be vacated by British
personnel prior to independence40 To the Southerners that was a clear demonstration of



Novembef!^^ SS£nSi°n Wf" *" 3ovemm^ ranks continued. On 17
November, 1958 the prime minister Abdaila Khalil, a retired general and a staunch
d.scpl.nanan, fed up with the bickering and wrangling, called the amyto take over

The Firsf AXilffary Government

31. With no experience in or knowledge of the political problems that faced his count™
General Ibrahim Abboud took a simplistic view of the problem. To him itwas one of 1^
and order pure and simple. And he proceeded to deal with it as suTh AcTordinot to
response to the discontent which was simmering in the South was to intensifyZy actity
But the repressive measures taken by that first military dictatorship led to further discoS

"essand*eriohtmriStenCte- ^ 'T^0" °f ^ Parii" and the bannfng o "epress ana Jie ngnt of assoc.at.on now deprived the Southerners of any means of neacef
amng the.r gnevances and pressing for economic and political parity SouTem poS
who had taken refuge in neighbouring countries organized themselves into a political

"hS Tef° *" SUdan AfeCan NatiOnaI Union ^SANU) - December" m^unZAe ieadersh.P of two prominent politicians, Joseph Oduho and William Deng. MeanwMe

ST/ " Td "1 h3£dleSS POiiCV °f "maintai™S 1- -d order." S
and somers, ihe.r loyalty doubted, were transferred to Northern towns and

e su=pected of giving aid ana comfort to guerrilla groups

S^T!:°n the °ne ha"d'that missio"sries were the real devil of the oeace in the
Sf-o akP°^I °tnSr'-tnaI CU!tUral inte5rati°n W3S m°ra1^ COrrect, Abboud began r.960 * -a^e measures wmcii cuiminated in the complete takeover of education and the
expulsion of missionary societies* Thus the South was the seen not only of st

0nSa^minS;f Vi"aSeS ^ * ' ^Southernauth^S;f Vi"aSeS> ^ *° °' *"^ C°^lete abs^ <* ™» S-fSouthern autnonty and a pervasive presence of Northerners. While politicians were



organizing themselves, former soldiers who had escaped arrest after the Tort mutiny those
who were later released and hundred of civilians took to the bush, there to unite the
hitherto small, splintered groups into one guerrilla movement under the name of the Anya-
Nya44 The six year long policy of brute force - brandishing the stick without offering a
single carrot - turned out to be as expensive as it was ineffective. Dissatisfaction with that
policy amons Northerners and Southerners alike, augmented by a yearning for democratic
rule, spawned a civil uprising which led to the government's downfall in October, 1964.

A Short Bright Spell

33 The formation of a transitional government under Sir El-Khatim El-Khalifa ushered
the first bright spell in the dark history of North/South relations. Ei-Khalifa, having served
for several years in the South as assistant director of the education department, had
acquired firsthand knowledge of the region and established close contact with Southern
intellectuals. He was accordingly convinced that nothing short of a political solution would
bring an end to the long, bloody strife. In an attempt to inspire confidence in Southerners,
he appointed Clement Mboro, leader of the Southern Front parry, minister of interior, a
departure from the hitherto customary practice of relegating Southern ministers to minor
portfolios Declaring a general amnesty and an intention to convene a national conference
to examine the Southern problem, he invited exiled politicians to return and participate in
the political life of the country. While preparations for the conference were being taken,
however, lingering mistrust precipitated armed clashes in the South as well as in the
national capital. The plane bringing back Clement Mboro from a visit to the South was for
one reason or another delayed. After a three-hours wait, several hundred frustrated
Southerners who had gone to the airport to meet him, suspecting Northern mischief, left in

rage armed with heavy clubs and iron rods. A stampede followed and scores of
Northerners were killed. Many more Southerners were killed in coid-blooded reprisals in

different parts of the Three Towns.45

The Round Table Conference

34. Owing partly to the charged atmosphere in the weeks following those incidents and
partly to the difficulty experienced in dispelling the misgivings of the Southern politicians in

exile about the usefulness of holding a conference, the original date had to be postponed.
When it was held on 16 March, 1965, it was indeed an impressive show. For the first time
since independence, and, alas, the last, high level representatives of Northern and
Southern parties, government ministers, and Northern and Southern intelligentsia came

together to find a way for ending the armed conflict and laying down a constitutional

outline of a mutually agreed relationship between the two parts of the country. The
presence of representatives from Egypt, Uganda, Kenya, Nigeria, Algeria and Ghana
imparted an additional effect and underscored African concern about Sudan's conflict.

35. But the wounds were too deep to be healed, and the problem too difficult to be

soived by the mere holding of a conference. The two main issues: the future constitutional
framework and the cessation of hostilities proved difficult. On the first issue, the
Southerners themselves held divergent views. Aggrey Jaden, representing the external wing
of SANU, would not be content with anything short of complete separation.46 Clement
Mboro, for the Southern front advocated self-determination while William Deng,

representing the internal wing of SANU would settle for federation. The Northern parties

were united in their intransigence; the best they had to offer was regional autonomy for the
South. On the second issue, while all the Southerners demanded the lifting of the state of



emergency and the withdrawal of the army from the South, the Northern parties equally
united, argued that could not be done before the Anya-Nya laid down arms * V

dtaax^a feit —r3"656 **V"f^ any Satisfaction frora acceP«"S that anti-
on the iatter's suggestion ofonTeltt ff bs— Hencethadoptionon the latter s suggest™, of a resolution calling for the setting up of a twelve man
cornrruttee to examine in depth, and report to the conference at its next'plena.y seSn on
the future constrtutona! relationship between the South and the Central Government and
suggest a crash rehabilitation programme for the South.47 overnmem and

nLi!he ™°"f period came to an end while the committee was continuing its work
Despite a deteriorate security situation, El-Khalifa, on the insistence of some Northern
part-.es, went ahead with elections in the South. In the absence of competition Northern
traders grabbed constituencies to which they had no rightful claim, to L chagrinoiZ
Southerners. Moreover, the newly elected prime minister, refused to invSSAMJs
external wing to participate in the committee's deliberations which lasted nearly a year
Accordmg to its report, handed on 25 June, 1966, the committee was unanimous on
several ,ssues, mcludmg the establishment of regional government under which certain
powers would be transferred to elected regional legislatures and executive bodies headed
by native representatives of the central government. Agreement was also reached on the
creation of a national development committee with a subcommittee in each region a crash
rehabilitation program for the resettlement of refugees and displaced persons and the
establishment of educational facilities including a university in the South. The committee
aid not agree, however, on the number of regions and whether the regional head should
be locally elected or appointed by the central authority. Another issue on which there was
a difference of opinion related to the Southernization of the army, the police and the prison
forces which were almost entirely manned by Northern personnel.

38 Nevertheless, if only the unanimously agreed recommendations had been
implemented, that would have amounted to an important confidence-building measure
But the government failed to implement the agreed recommendations or give consideration

expedaSs « iSSUe$' ^ """* '° " ^^ "* *" ""* whi°h had raised

39. To add confusion to an already confounded state of affairs, one of the first issues to
occupy tne constitutional committee created by the Constituent Assembly in 1967 to
prepare a draft constitution was a proposal by the Islamic Charter Front,49 to the effect that
the bhan a should be the principal source of legislation in the Sudan. The Southern
members of the committee objected on the ground that such a provision would
compromise the status of non-Muslims and was altogether unsuitable for a multi-religious
society. When the proposal was adopted the Southern members walked out in protest and
tne committee thereafter proceeded to complete its task without their participation.50

40. In the meantime the situation in the South was rapidly deteriorating. Soon after his
election, the prime minister, Mohamed Ahmed Mahgoub, addressed a stern warning to the
Anya-Nya and their supporters. The belligerent language of that warning apparently
encouraged the army to embark on a rain of terror, which resulted in the killing of
nundreos of innocent persons and the burning of whole villages. William Deng who had
siayea bacK after the Round Table Conference to establish SANU inside the country and
seek a solution by political means was treacherously ambushed and killed in May 1968
presumably by Northern soldiers."1 As far as Southern opposition is concerned the Any-
Nya, now better trained and fairly well armed, was united under the leadership of Joseph



Lagu a former colonel of the Sudanese army. AH the political groups functioning in exile
were'likewise united as the Southern Sudan Liberation Movement (SSLM) with Lagu as its

undisputed leader.

41. This was the situation when a group of army officers staging a coup on 25 May,
1969, toppled the democratically elected government; there followed sixteen years of a

virtually one man rule.

Sorfli/Soufii Relations daring Rimeiri's Rnle: another bright spell

42. During the last two years of the country's second democratic regime, the political
situation was in disarray. Expenditure on the war left little for necessary social services, and
the impact, felt by the average household, generated general dissatisfaction with the

government of the second democracy. No wonder that thousands in the Three Towns and

other parts of the country streamed to the streets on the morning of 25 May, 1969 to
welcome Gaafar Nimeiri's coup d'etat. It is one of the enigmas of Sudanese politics that a

military dictatorship that has one of the grisliest records of human rights violation in recent

history is the only regime, apart from El-Khalifa's transitional government, to approach the
North/South problem rationally and succeed in bringing about a fairly long spell of peace.

43. A fortnight after his takeover, Nimeiri issued a public statement in which he

acknowledged the historical and cultural differences between the North and the South and
that the unity of the country should be founded on admitting those realities. "The Southern

people," said the statement "Have a right to develop their respective cultures and

traditions within a united Sudan." The statement further promised economic and social

development, the training of personnel and budgetary allocation for development in the

South. To that end, a special ministry for Southern affairs was duly established and

assigned to a prominent educated Southerners and the cabinet included another who had
been a judge of the High court. This departure from the policy of the outgoing government

was met with acclamation from Southerners and Northerners alike.

44. More, however, than high-sounding statements and generous promises was needed

to bring peace. And none was forthcoming for nearly two years. In that interval, though not

yet highly organized, the Anya-Nya, was strong enough to launch attacks on army and
police stations and the civilian population was caught between such incursions and army

counter-attacks. In Khartoum, government statements, in contrast to the 9 June statement,

were quite bellicose.

45. By the early part of 1971, it was clear that sheer use of force was not likely to quell

the rebellion and that a peaceful move had to be taken to pave the way for a satisfactory

resolution of the long conflict, an end of which Nimeiri desperately needed for at least two

reasons. First he wanted to score a political gain which had eluded the politicians of the

democratic regimes. Secondly, only a halt to the drain on the country's resources would

make it possible to embark on the promised economic and social reform program.

46. Anguished by the suffering of their kith and kin and the depletion of their lands, the

SoutherOn politicians, on their part, were even more anxious for a peaceful settlement.

Contacts with SSLM officers, facilitated by church organizations52 led to preliminary, secret

meetings in London and Addis Ababa. The first high level meeting took place in Addis on

9 November, 1971. It was attended by Nimeiri's vice-president and the minister for

Southern Affairs and by two senior SSLM officers. The former emphasized that the



Government, in pursuit of its resolve to reach a peaceful settlement, was willing to offer a
system of regnal autonomy and embark on social and economic devSmertXe
SSLM represents while welcoming the Government's initiative, expressed concern
hat senous negotiations could not be held in the then prevailing tense atrLX^
%£T£?C l° r^ G°Vemment ^P^anda would create a more congenial
ciimate. Tne Government representatives, notwithstanding that they appreciated SSLM's
concern, haa no authority to make a definite promise.

47 On being briefed about the outcome of the meeting, Nimeiri wasted no time to

^hlTormantS °ffiCeMn ^ S°Uth tO Sl°W d°Wn °^™™ ™* to engage^in fighting otherwise= than m repelling Anya-Nya attacks. In the meantime, the appointment
of promment Southern politicians as governors of the three Southern pro^c"
another confidence bildi T h

ps as governors of the three Southern pro^c
another confidence building measure. Tor the first time in73 years since the beginning of
rhe condominium administration Southerners were responsible for their own people."55

48. A second meeting, again in Addis, in February, 1972 resulted in a detailed
agreement on all issues and the accord only awaited ratification. When the parties
reassembled for the event, the SSLM leadership, apparently swayed by its hawkish wing
wanted to press for more concessions which, if accepted would have led to complete
secession. The Government side refused to entertain any such proposals and the
ratification ceremony took piace on 27 March in the presence of late Emperor Haile
Seiiasse and copies were deposited with the OAU.

The Addis Aliabn Agreement

49. The Agreement consisted of three parts. The first is a draft organic law providing for
the creation of a self-government region consisting of the three Southern provinces and
setting forth in some detail the framework for ihe future constitutional relations between
that region and the central government. A chapter is dedicated to detailed provisions for
human rights and the right of the Southern people to pursue their own cultural and
linguistic development. This part includes a draft ordinance dealing with fiscal relations
and(providing tor grants-in-aid from the central government to be utilized for development
in me South. It also provides for the absorption of Anya-Nya personnel in the army and
the police ana prison forces, as well as for the proportionate representation of Southerners
in sucn forces. The second part of the agreement deals with the cease-fire and the third is
composed of protocols for interim arrangements: amnesty, the stationing of army units in
me South, repatriation of refugees and displaced persons and the establishment of
rehabilitation and resettlement commissions.

Implementation

50 If the making of the AAA was difficult its implementation was an even more uphill
task. The appointment of an interim government in consultation between the two sides
presented no problems; Joseph Garang was made a major-general in the army responsible
tor the southern Command and Abel AHer became the President of the Interim High
executive Council. However, more difficult tasks lay ahead. First among these was the
repatriation of nearly half a million refugees abroad and nearly double that number of

atsplaced persons in various towns and villages in the North. With the desire of all parties
for^peace and tranquiliiy, peoples' nostalgia for their homelands, and the generous help of
UNHCR, the International Committee of the Red Cross, foreign governments and NGOs
what had seemed an almost unsurmountable task was satisfactorily handled and about a
million persons were resettled in a relatively short time. Of less gigantic proportions but



somewhat more illusive was the problem of observing the cease-fire; for even an accident*
breach might cause a chain reaction and plunge the parties into renewed clashes.

Fortunately the parties' representatives on the Joint Cease-fire Commission happened to
have been class-mates at the Military College and the team spirit generated fromjhe start
facilitated the accomplishment of the task more smoothly than had been expected*

51 After an uneventful transitional period, elections were held and the first Regional
Assembly met in December, 1970. Its performance during its four year term was quite
impressive, better than any previous national parliament and manifestly better than its
counterpart in Khartoum which was no more than a rubber stamp for Nimem's policies
By contrast, however, the succeeding regional assemblies were characterized by personal
rivalries, tribal bias, distrust and political manouvering. Likewise, by the late 70s and early
80s the political scene in Khartoum was undergoing an unwholesome change. The
progressive elements who had been Nimeiri's counselors until the mid-70s were giving
place to his new allies, the Muslim Brothers. Nimeiri himself was undergoing a bizarre
religious metamorphosis. The Nasserite army officer whose speeches resounded with
socialist progressive jargon and who, in his public appearance, made no pretense of
religious observance, now spent most of his time in the company of Muslim radicals and
sufi dervishes. An autonomous Southern Region, using English as the principal language

and in which Christian missionaries were moving freely was no longer to his liking. So he
proceeded to devise a scheme for giving effect to his new disposition. The first step

towards that goal was to create three regional governments, one in each province. While
some Southern politicians, motivated by personal interest or tribal considerations,
encouraged him of their own accord, others reluctantly acquiesced. But most Southern
politicians as well as the ruling party's regional congress and four out of the six provincial
congresses stood solidly behind the AAA.56 Nevertheless, Nimeiri proceeded to execute his
plan by promulgating Presidential Decree No. 1 of 5 June, 1983. By that decree, the
Southern Regional Assembly was stripped of practically all the powers vested in it by the
AAA, and three provincial assemblies with limited powers were created. Arabic was to
become the official language and the use of other language was allowed only if required by
the exigencies of government and after obtaining prior government sanction. In
contravention of the AAA, the new regional assemblies could no longer question any

legislation passed by the central government. In short, the AAA was virtually abrogated.

From Simciri's Downfall to the Present

52. By September, 1983 the Sudan was an out and out Islamic state. A set of laws
passed in that month made the Shari'a the law of the land. The new penal code provided
for the punishments of amputation, crucifixion and lex talionis. In less than two months
about sixty persons, most of whom were Southerners, had their hands cut off. Thus when
his government was toppled in April of the following year, Nimeiri left the country with an

onerous legacy which still bedevils North/South relations and constitutes a continuing

onslaught on basic human rights.

53. righting between the government army and rebel forces continued unabated

throughout the transitional period that followed Nimeiri's downfall and intermittently
during the third democratic regime (1986-89). Although the elected constituent assembly

:froze' punishments pending execution, it did not scrap the September laws out of the
statute book, a step the newly organized rebel movement, Sudan Liberation Movement
fSPLM) considered a condition precedent to any fruitful negotiations. On the contrary,

despite ambivalence and contradictory statement, the new prime minister, Sadiq El Mahdi
gave the general impression thai the State's Islamic orientation would continue. His
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inaugural address before the Constituent Assembly emphasized that the government was

=^™",b«^ and isto education. A compromL supTestn Sgg pe Mamie bringing up and Islamic education. A compromL su^fen to
and Not tS'°f f°r IS'riC WaS UnaCCEPtable to fte Sovemme'nt and ftS^
tonicall ,^f ^r? half °f whom were Musli^) walked out-
Add t^f I"' ^ ^ °CCUrred' Sadiq H Mahdi was meetaS John Garang nAdd,s to discuss the poss.biiity of taking a positive step towards a settlement The forme"
was unequ.vc.cai: no such step could be taken before the repeal of the Septembers
and a commitment to a secular state in which fundamental nights were guaranteed The
prime ministerhowever, could not offer anything more than the 'freezing o7me lawl in

^ r"911? WitWn thE SOVemment and Pariiament intensLd ft ^dfore™ ^r? P intensLd fte a^ed
l^ZP y COmplf^ °f lnadeqUate budsetin9 for laments, ammunitio^nd
other military equipment, the economic situation was deteriorating and there was general
discontent w, h government performance. On 30 June, 1989 a group of officeSiated to
the Natonal Islamic Front (NIF) staged a successful coup, bringing about the demi e of an
administration notorious for vacillation and infirmit

ont (NIF) staged a successful
administration notorious for vacillation and infirmity.

and Midi! Initiatives

ItVn tV£ralf-rTP! ^ mediatlnS thS C°nfliCt haVe been made in *« ^ecedm3 decade
all to no avail. The two most important of these initiatives, however, deserve mention
notwithstanding that one of them had long ended in failure and the other, stagnant and
stalled, shows no signs of progress. It is relevant to note that the background against which
frey have been undertaken differs in one material respect from that of previous attempts
Until.tot tlme, most southern politicians were bye and large willing to accept a settlement
based on some kind of federal relationship within the framework of a united Sudan
However, m view of the NT, policy of Islamization of the State, a federal arrangementZs

^T Tit ^T*^ ^At 1991 h & Sra^TpF M Tit ^T*^'^ AUSUSt' 1991 when a °& ««»*» « Sranks, SPLM, as well as the new splinter group SPLM (United) have been pressing for self-
determination leading to complete secession.

55. During his term as OAU chairman, the Nigerian President, Ibrahim Babangida
offering to mediate the Sudan conflict, invited both parties to Abuja. In a venue where the
idea of separation invokes bitter memories of bloodshed, chaos and destruction, it was not
surpnsmg hat the insistence of the Sudan Government's representatives to exclude the
issue of self-determination from the agenda prevailed. Even then some progress might
have been made rf they had been more accommodating on the other issues. As it was, they
would not budge from their government's policy of Islamization on the pretext that the
majority had a right to determine the country's cultural orientation. The only concession
they offered, in recognition of the country's religious and ethnic diversity was to exempt the

ssjs^SS: of budud After a k f tii di
g

of budud After a week of steriie

56. The second round of talks held between 26 April and 18 May, 1993 was not more
successful While both SPLM insisted on self-determination, the Sudan Government
wantea the discussions to be confined, apart from such issues as cease-fire and interim
arrangements to a future relationship between the two parts of the country based on a
framework of power sharing within a united Sudan, exemption of the South from the
""dud and refraining from designating the State as Islamic. The last day of three weeks of
unfruitful negotiations marked the end of the Nigerian mediation.

57. Because of the spill-over of thousands of refugees and other geopolitical
considerations, Sudan s conflict has never ceased to worry the other countries of the Horn



of Africa. In the hope, therefore, that they may succeed where others failed, their Inter-

Governmental Authority for Development (IGAD) in September, 1993 mandated Kenya,

Uganda, Ethiopia and Eritrea to mediate a settlement. After preliminary preparations, the

first meeting was held on 27 March, 1994 in Nairobi and lasted a week. Again the SPLM
wanted the agenda to include the issue of self-determination. The Government's

representative who wanted to confine the discussions to the cease-fire and the interim

period, threatened to withdraw if that issue was included. In view of the impasse, nothing
would have been gained from continuing the talks. However, a sub-committee formed

before conclusion of the session duly agreed on temporary arrangements to facilitate the

delivery of food to certain designated areas. During the second meeting held on 17 May,

when neither party demonstrated any sign of readiness to change its attitude, the mediators

produced a six-point declaration of principles(DOP) and invited the parries to respond so

that a basis might be found for future discussions. The DOP, however, contained the

contentious issue of self-determination. On reassembling on 18 July for the meeting,

President Moi invited the parties to express their views on the DOP. While SPLM reiterated

its stand on self-determination, the government representatives said they would go along

with a referendum for a choice of alternatives within a united Sudan. Before the third

meeting ended on 29 July, however, the parties agreed on a cease-fire, but the fourth

round of talks came to a disastrous end. On the second day, 7 September, 1994 the

atmosphere was highly charged. The government representative delivered an

uncompromising and somewhat undiplomatic address whereupon the chairman abruptly

terminated the meeting.59

58. On the battle ground the stalemate continues. Although SPLM now controls all but a

small part of the South, it is clear that only a negotiated settlement can bring a just and

lasting peace to the country.

59. Space does not allow more than a brief reference to another conflict situation, one

which is now quiescent but which, nonetheless, is laden with a time bomb. Somaliland, a

former British protectorate since 1885, became independent on 26 June, 1960. Impelled

by the irredentist spirit that then permeated the Somali societies forced by colonial barriers

to live in different parts of the Horn of Africa, the Somaliland legislative council had, two
months before independence, passed a resolution providing for merger with Somaliland as

soon as the latter gained independence. Accordingly on 1 July, the two countries united to

form the Republic of Somaliland. After ten years of democratic government, Siyad Barre

seized power by coup and thereafter ruled the country as a military dictatorship for the

following twenty years. During that long period, he inflicted havoc on the people:

corruption, nepotism, neglect of social services and stark violations of human rights.

Motivated by a sinister mix of cianism and his own uninformed version of scientific

socialism, he unleashed his relatively small clan to grab at government posts, monopolize

business opportunities and seize lands expropriated in the name of nationalization. The

former Somaliland bore the brunt of the various forms of injustice. A resistance movement

formed in the northern capital, Hargeisa under the name of the Somaliland National

Movement (SNM) soon developed into an armed rebellion. Spreading to other parts of the

country, it began to engage in pitched battles with the armed forces. Siyad Barre, in an

attempt to suppress the rebellion, bombed villages, butchered civilians and planted mines

everywhere especially in the north. As soon as Siyad Barre's government was overthrown
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in January, 1991 heads of various clans began to scramble for the vacant seat of power
and anarchy ensued.

60. Refusing to be drawn into the caldron of fighting and looting which engulfed the
capital Mogadishu, SNM on 18 May, declared the establishment of the Somaliland
Republic in the territory which was independent during the six days preceding the birth of
!?e *ePubhc of Somalia. However, the transition to the new status was compounded by
biyad Barres legacy and the aftermath of ten years of armed resistence The SNM
government formed on the declaration of secession was too week and too lethargic to
handle the situation. Former SNM fighters now redundant, transferred allegiance to their
respective clans, and proceeded to indulge partly in clashes with other clans and partly in
sheer banditory. The situation began to undergo a change for the better when at the end
of the first government's term, an assembly of clan leaders, former government servants
politicians and intellectuals, convened in April-May, 1993 to work out a national
constitutional framework. Before its conclusion, the Borama Conference elected a new
president and laid down guidelines for the elections of a national legislature. A series of
clan councils, known as the guurti, succeeded, with but little help from the outside world in
disarming and practically disbanding the militias.60 Before the expiry of his first term (later
renewed by a similar national conference), Mohammed Ebrahim Egal had laid down the
rudiments of a free democratic state with a smoothly functioning legislature executive
government and judiciary. Although Somaliland is not yet recognized as a separate
sovereign state, it has extended protection to, and facilitated the operations of UN
specialized agencies and NGOs, something undreamt of in Mogadishu.

61. But Somahland faces a grave menace. It is openly coveted by Mogadishu's war lords
who are not dissuaded by their continuing inter-clan fighting from claiming sovereignty
over it on the ground that it is part of the Republic of Somalia. Thus, the Somalilanders's
pride over their hard won peace and tranquility and simple but sustained democracy is
adulterated by fear that when the battle over the south is won, the victor will move
northward. And if that happens, Africa will be faced with yet another bloody conflict.

>' H'

Perhaps some useful lessons may be learned from the above discussed conflicts. The
Western Sahara dispute raises the question of what attitude should be taken when
the villain of the peace is a perfect gentleman. It is suggested that in such a situation,

the risk of incurring the wrath of an intransigent party should not dissuade African
statesmen from upholding a just cause. And when a major powers sides with such a
protagonist, they should not fail to express their disfavour, for Morocco would not have

insisted on its obduracy had not been for US open support. In the meantime, Africans
should appreciate the international community's sustained concern in that conflict and
press for a similar attitude with respect to the other conflicts in the continent.

63. Sudan's conflict, with roots in the past, has been aggravated by the shortsightedness
of Northern traditional parties and has been rendered irresolvable by the adoption of
Islamization policies since the last phase of Nimeiri's regime. No matter how sensitive
religious issues are, the recent fundamentalist wave should be understood for what it is: a
menace to human rights and peaceful co-existence in multi-religious societies. It is
disconcerting that, rather than learn the Sudan's lesson, five Northern Nigerian States have



recently promulgated hudud penal laws. After bloody clashes between Mushms and
Christians in which several hundred persons lest their lives, a meeting between President
Olusegun Obasanjo and Northern emirs ended with a vague promise to support peace and
unity but without a definite commitment to endorse the suppression of the shari'a penal
laws61 The phenomenon seems to caii for UN action; although an unambiguous resolution
urging separation of religion from State affairs would not by itself stem the tide, it would
constitute a positive step towards saving the spirit of the African Charter of Human and

Peoples' Rights - in theory at least.

64. Be that as it may, the stagnation in the IGAD initiative should invite some rethinking.

Notwithstanding the provision in Article 3 to give priority to maintaining the unity of the
Sudan, the substance of that initiative is to offer the NIF government a choice between
respecting fundamental human right therein set out (ss. 1-7, Article 1) and agreeing to the
"respective peoples'" right "to determine their future including independence through a
referendum" (Article 4).Such option is open to criticism on two grounds. First, that if the
NIF government decides to let the South exercise the right to self-determination, its

violation of the human rights of Northerners will, by implication, be tolerable; a morally
unacceptable stance. Secondly, there is little reason to assume that the exercise of the right
to self-determination, notwithstanding that it is an indisputable right and that the NIF
government has recently purported to concede it, would mark the end of conflict in the
area. The evidence of tribal fighting, in the remote past as well as in the recent times, does
not justify the view that tranquility will prevail once the South secedes. Moreover, Northern
opposition presently allied with the SPLA under the umbrella of the National Democratic

Alliance (NDA), and already engaged in guerilla activities in the east and southeast, if thus
forsaken, would be compelled to intensify its armed struggle. It is, therefore, not farfetched
to suppose that a settlement on the basis of that initiative, as it presently stands, may
eventually lead to a new conflict situation, a conflict in the North and another, of a different

nature, in the new State to be created in the Southern Region.

65. With regard to Somaliland, there is reason to assume that unless unconventional

wisdom prevails, the presently quiet situation will, sooner or later, give place to an armed
conflict of great proportions. The only way to forestall that is to accept Somaliland's
secession as a fait accompli and recognize its de facto sovereignty without further delay.
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